
 

EUROLITE CS-100 Coin counter/sorter
Universally applicable

Art. No.: 91300775
GTIN: 4026397286021

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397286021

Weight: 5,75 kg

Length: 0.38 m

Width: 0.38 m

Heigth: 0.31 m

Description:

The bill please!
To earn much money is without a doubt very gratifying. To count money is considered as
annoying job however. First of all, the different coins have to be sorted and in the end their
numbers have to be ascertained. That takes time. Owners of discotheques, restaurants, bars,
organizers of festivals or such know this procedure all too well. But with our coin counter and
sorter we now offer the possibility to considerably simplify this process. Just put the coins into
the vent and the device takes on the unpleasant counting and sorting automatically. In one
minute up to 215 coins are counted and sorted in corresponding pocket. You are welcome, we
are happy to help you after all.

Features:

- A sorting device, used to sort and count larger quantities of Euro coins
- Low weight, fast work
- Counts and sorts by pressing one button
- Ideal for establishments of every kind, for example retail trade, discos, gastronomy, etc.
- Counts up to 215 coins per minute
- Free-Function for counting entire amounts
- Batch-Function for counting specific amounts
- Memory Function
- 8 coin trays
- Hopper capacity ca. 500 coins
- The flap on the rear enables other coins to be removed
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 45,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 35,5 cm

 Depth: 33 cm

 Height: 26,5 cm

Weight: 4,54 kg

Counting speed: 215 pcs/minute

Counting display: 9 digit LED display

Dimensions (L x W x H): 355 x 330 x 265 mm
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